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. The Pakistani actress proved her mettle in
Hindi and Gujarati films as well as on television

by showcasing her talents in films like Â .Q:
Variable is not defined when the variable name
is different but the variable value is the same

as the name I have a piece of code which
essentially looks like this: def rename(paths):

for path in paths: print(path) fileName =
input('Enter the files name you wish to rename:
') rename('fileName') The input should look like
this: Enter the files name you wish to rename:
sample.exe Instead when I enter it looks like

this: Enter the files name you wish to rename:
This is my first programming assignment and I
am having trouble with this piece of code. Any
help would be appreciated. A: If you are using

Python 3, input returns a string. def
rename(paths): for path in paths: print(path)
fileName = input('Enter the files name you

wish to rename: ') rename('fileName') If you
are using Python 2.x, input returns a string,
and you must convert it to a list with [ ]: def
rename(paths): for path in paths: print(path)
fileName = input('Enter the files name you
wish to rename: ') rename(fileName[0]) #

make sure you are using Python 3 If you are
using Python 2.x, don't assign the return value
of input to a variable. You should use: fileName

= input('Enter the files name you wish to
rename: ') Ink jet printers operate by ejecting
ink droplets onto a medium, such as paper, to

provide a printed image. The droplets are
ejected from a nozzle in response to an
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electrical signal generated by a
microprocessor. Most ink jet printers utilize a
drop on demand printing system. In such a

system, the ink jet printer generates electrical
pulses to eject ink droplets from an array of

nozzles. A typical ink jet print head has a
nozzle plate which is formed of a plurality of
nozzle holes which extend therethrough. The

ink jet 0cc13bf012
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